Masterplan
06 Central Park and play area
07 Community green house
08 The Lane: pedestrian path and gardens to
apartments
09 Apartments and maisonettes with first floor
communal gardens. Ground floor car parking
and support facilities
10 Loft style houses with rooftop external
terraces. These create a focal point within
the square

02 Houses will become semi-rural, facing the
east looking toward the Gog Magog hills with
ground-floor private terraces overlooking the
landscape and swales

01 First impressions of the Eddeva Park
development: contemporary detached
houses set within a landscaped setting

11

Central square to be the heart of the
development with trees, soft landscaping and
seating.

12

Timber bridges provide pedestrian access to
the landscape eastern edge across the swales

13

Green community garden with lawn, trees
and seating

14 Rooftop terraces
15

A mix of materials, form and height provide a
variety and interest along the whole site

03 20m wide landscape edge to the east of the
site, containing a mix of soft landscape, trees
and planting, pathways, play spaces and
swales

16 Detached houses to the east have flat roofs,
providing lower height with a stepped,
articulated roof profile. The upper walls are
clad in vertical timber with a brick plinth
below

04 Community garden and lawn

17

05 Pocket Park

Traditional new cluster with a mix of houses
and apartments above garages

Outline Planning Overview
• The principle of this residential development
was established when the site was released from
the green belt and allocated in Cambridge City
Council’s Local Plan 2018
• Outline permission was granted in 2021
following comprehensive consultation with local
residents and elected council members for the
building of up to 230 dwellings across the site
• As part of this planning permission the broad
parameters of the development have been
agreed in terms of height, layout, access
• The proposed reserved matters application
needs to conform with the parameters as set out
by the outline permission
• It is proposed that the development will be
completed in a phased process as follows:
o Phase 0 – The demolition of existing farm
o Phase 1 – Site-wide infrastructure comprising
two main accesses, a spine road and

The following elements
have been agreed in
principle under the outline
planning permission
granted by Cambridge City
Council for the Eddeva Park
development:

pedestrian /cycle paths, southern landscape
gateway, water main re-alignment. This is
subject to a live Reserved Matters Application
(LPA ref: 21/04186/REM) with approval
targeted for May 2022
o Phase 2 – The building of 80 homes to the
east of the spine road, linear park and the
central square to the west of the spine road
o Phase 3 – The development of all remaining
land to the west of the spine road, comprising
150 homes and a neighbourhood centre.

Eddeva Park features

This Land has secured
outline planning permission
for a 230-home development
on the south-east fringes of
Cambridge.
The development, called Eddeva Park sits
between Worts’ Causeway and Babraham
Road. Located on Cambridge’s urban edge, the
development presents a fantastic opportunity
for a high quality new residential development
in a sustainable location that is well served by
local facilities, employment centres, and public
transport links.

This Land’s vision is focused around high quality
design and place making that will help to provide
choice for local residents and a highly desirable
place to call home.
• A mix of 230 new high quality family homes
including the provision of 40% affordable
homes to meet local demands and needs
• Delivery of a new community centre and
well designed areas with accessible open
spaces targeted to bring the new and existing
communities together
• A carefully designed scheme to respect its
unique setting, surrounding by landscaping
• The scheme is expected to achieve a 40%
reduction in CO2 emissions over the Target
Emission Rate (TER) outlined in Part L1A 2013
of the Building Regulations.
The first phase of the project will see 80 units
constructed as shown in the plan opposite.

Core Principles
The site masterplan concept is
for a mix and variety of streets,
building forms and materials
that echo a village that has been
developed over time.

Variety + identity

Urban living rural feeling

Maximise views

Building Form

Building materials

1

Symmetrical pitch roof

A

Brick and roof tile

2

Asymmetrical pitch roof

B

Brick+ cladding

3

Mono pitch roof

C

Brick - multi coloured
elevations

D

Brick and timber
cladding

E

Red brick terrace block

Respond to sunshine

Engagement with landscape

Landscaping
Eddeva Park is designed to create the ultimate living space.
Comprising a mix of beautifully appointed green, ecological
and community grounds, this site will have an area to meet the
needs of individuals seeking quiet escape in tranquil greenery,
or groups looking to gather, socialise and play safely in
surroundings that include meadow mazes, sunflower fields and
the very best nature has to offer. The character areas within our
landscape plan include:
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• Green Passage – a soft and residential route
linking Community Square to the Eastern
Square. Designed for informal activities and
play, this is a tranquil place for residents to
take picnics, place pots and be utilised as a
front door to their homes

5

1

1 - Yards
2 - Green Passage
3 - Ecological Edge

• Ecological Edge – Rich in planting, this 20m
edge provides a quiet, ‘muddy’ route along
the eastern boundary, with places to sit,
watch and listen to the surrounding natural
habitat and its inhabitants. Selected seating
areas offer a stunning view towards the
Magog Hills

• Linear Park with a Community Garden
– 29m-wide, this linear band provides a
suitable space for younger residents to meet
and play. It includes a playground, which
is nestled beside the community garden
in order to centralise activities and keep
the centre free for picnics, exercise and
relaxation.

4 - Community Square
5 - Linear Park with community garden
6 - Streets
7 - Neighbourhood Boulevard

Designed for Life

Sustainability
Low Carbon Living
The sustainability strategy for Eddeva
Park is part of a diverse approach that
prioritises active travel options such
as walking and cycling, optimising
passive building design measures
and enabling the provision of on-site
renewable energy regeneration and
providing resilience measures.

• The scheme is expected to achieve a 40%
reduction in CO2 emissions over the Target
Emission Rate (TER) outlined in Part L1A
2013 of the Building Regulations.
• We will achieve this by creating an electric
site with an opportunity to explore the
creation of on-site renewable energy
• We have prioritised cycle and pedestrian
travel, with cycle storage provided for all
homes
• A sustainable travel plan will be developed,
and electric car charging infrastructure will
be included
• Eddeva Park will include large open spaces
to create an ecologically rich and attractive
setting.

Houses
Well-designed housing will be
critical to the success of the Eddeva
Park development. We believe for a
community to flourish homes should be
a matter pride. Hence, it is important to
create properties that engage with the
landscape and encourage social access
and interaction.

• The 80 new dwellings will comprise a variety
of one-bedroom apartments through to fivebedroom detached houses

• Sliding shutters and solar shading canopies
are also proposed for properties at carefully
considered locations

• 40% of the development will be affordable
homes

• 112 parking spaces will be created for
residents, and 21 spaces have been allocated
for visitors.

• A number of homes will include rooftop and
first floor terraces as well as balconies with
pleasant views towards greenery

Well designed and built

Community
As part of our approach to create
multifunctional outdoor spaces throughout
Eddeva Park, a Community Square will
offer the ideal setting for residents and
visitors to meet and retreat from the day’s
exertions whilst enjoying wider views into
the ecological edge.

Its features will include:
• A hard and soft surfaced basin with large
seating edges that optimise play and
recreational space

• Trees and planting pockets will frame and
soften the square in order to provide sensory
moments for residents and visitors

• A central square, designed to be ideal for the
staging of a range of community events such
as pop-up markets, fetes, garden shows etc.

• Landscaping will encourage outdoor
communal activities whilst the community
greenhouse will facilitate on site growing of
plants.

Social Wellbeing

Environment and Biodiversity
• A 10% biodiversity net gain across the site
is proposed, meaning there will be a 10%
increase in wildlife species brought onto the
site
• This will be achieved by retaining and
protecting existing green corridors whilst
integrating and creating a new range of
ecological and habitat interventions
• Different wildlife habitats will be explored with
a range of planting types, as well as inclusion
of swales and rain gardens
• Bird and bat nesting box provision will be
incorporated in buildings and landscape
designs

• Native plant species will be incorporated to
enhance biodiversity and provide food source
to birds and habitat to invertebrate
• To improve the development’s water
attenuation there will be a proposal to create
ditches, swales, rain gardens, permeable
paving to shared surfaces, and an attenuation
basin
• Creation of a community greenhouse as part
of the linear park and close to allotments.
This will provide an opportunity for residents
to grow their own plants.

An increase in biodiversity is core
to ensuring a comprehensive and
connected green infrastructure network
is firmly embedded within the Eddeva
Park development.

Environmentally Sensitive

Green passage: informal activities and
play, this is a tranquil place for residents
to take picnics, place pots and be utilised
as a front door to their homes

Transport & Access

Eddeva Park promotes sustainable travel, prioritising
walking, cycling and shared mobility in a safe,
attractive environment. The development will
adopt neighbourhood principles aimed at creating
walkable neighbourhoods. This approach prioritises
pedestrians, followed by sustainable modes of cycling
and public transport.

• Eddeva Park will look to increase
connectivity, with its site-wide infrastructure
comprising two main access roads, a spine
road, pedestrian and cycle paths
• Secondary and tertiary roads within phase
two of the development will remain private.
They will be transferred to an estate
management company or residents will take
shared responsibility for the facilities

• The scheme will provide an overall total of
131 parking spaces, made up of 112 residential
spaces, 21 visitor spaces, one car club space
• As per Cambridge City Council’s parking
guide for new developments, Eddeva Park
will include a number of visitor cycle parking
spaces, with five-hoop (10 bikes) provision
in Central Square and three-hoop (six bikes)
apartment block availability.

Well Connected

Architecture
The site design concept is for
a mix of a variety of streets,
building forms and materials
that has been developed over
time.

• The site’s architectural design retains the
idea of rural living on the edge of an urban
extension
• We’re proposing a design-rich development
with a mix of cladding colours and materials
• The development embraces a number of
core principles by promoting social living and
providing for private retreat

• Homes will respond to orientation, admit
sunlight, protect against overheating
and maximise long range views over the
landscape and fields
• House designs and the spaces between
buildings are interconnected and have been
developed with the landscape architects
to provide an engagement and community
focus.

Variety and identity

About Us
This Land builds high
quality homes to help
drive the delivery of
new communities across
Cambridgeshire and the
surrounding counties in
the east of England.

We set new standards for future developments
through a design-led approach. We consider
environmental impact and look at how new
technologies and quality materials, can help
to deliver high performance homes that are
energy efficient and comfortable to live in.
Our homes are considerately designed to
ensure they are fit for future living, whilst
being in keeping with their surroundings and,
where appropriate, support with community
amenities.

Our shareholder is Cambridgeshire County
Council. Our partnership with the Council
provides financial stability and ensures that
together we can focus on the regeneration and
the creation of homes of exceptional quality
for the local community.

